About Hush
Hush is a range of fully mobile acoustic booths
designed for a specific need: to provide customizable
solutions for those who need privacy and flexibility
for any working space. Holding the most extensive
catalog of booths available on the market, Hush
helps make work make sense again.

Hush is the solution
for teams seeking
to maintain workplace
functionality
as they grow.

Concentration is everything in a modern world filled
with excessive stimuli, information overload, and
mounting work demands. Whether individually or
in a group, Hush gives people an ideal and efficient
work environment. The mission of each pod is to
provide the essential support needed to perform at
the highest, happiest level.

Hush gives people control over their workspace,
which means control over their concentration and
ultimately, their growth. This lends freedom to work
when, where, and how one wants to. But most
importantly, the freedom of having absolute comfort
and focus in one’s individual and unique workflow.

We created Hush
to make work make sense again.

hushphone

hushphone
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A private space and quiet retreat for phone calls,
video conferences, and uninterrupted work. The
perfect acoustics of the hushPhone and ergonomic
armrest allows work comfort, while its fold-away
laptop table brings simplicity. The booth’s compact
design takes up less space than a desk and allows
relocation with a simple push. Stool is optional.

hushwork.sit&stand

hushwork
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A space for concentration, hushWork is available
with a height-adjustable desk that allows flexibility
between working postures. Dim the lights, adjust
the ventilation, and stream music via BlueTooth to
create your ideal working space. Its focus-centric
environment is supported by power and a strong
WiFi signal – connection to the wider inner world is
never interrupted.

hushmeet

hushmeet.S
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HushMeet is designed for collaborative meetings for
up to 4 people. The adjustable light and ventiliation,
plus comfortable furniture, turns brainstorms
into breakthroughs and brings ease to interviews
and private meetings. Like all other Hush booths
hushMeet also offers a plug & play functionality.

hushmeet.open.S

hushmeet.open
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A unique environment for creativity, relaxation,
or informal meetings. HushMeet.open is a semi-enclosed pod. This hybrid design allows energy to
flow through your workspace, bringing you a sense
of belonging while also providing a defined space.
The booth can fit up to 4 people, and comes standard
with power and adjustable lighting.
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hushtwin

HushTwin embodies efficiency and creativity.
The two conjoined pods, each with their own
sofa, desk, lighting, and ventilation, are sized
between hushPhone and hushWork. Both
halves provide the essential amount of space
for you to work efficiently. Complete with
power and adjustable lighting and ventilation.
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hushmeet.L

hushmeet.L
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The perfect modular booth solution. HushMeet.L
can be expanded or sized down within a single day
to accommodate between four and eight people.
The enclosed and adjustable environment supports
anything from board meetings to music jam sessions.
It’s a modular conference room that you can take
with you through every office move. The unit arrives
empty, so you can design your booth, your way.
ADA compliant version available.

hushmeet.L
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Our green wall system comes ready with a solid
frame, integrated flower pots, and in-built electronic
irrigation. Bring a lush wall to your environment,
tapping into the benefit of biophilia. This is an easy
way to bring beauty and nature within your reach.
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hushmeet.L

Green wall
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hushtwin

Comfortable
Acoustics
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Hush is silence done right. We test our products with cutting edge
technologies to bring the best acoustic solution to the market. Each
booth’s soundproofing is brilliantly engineered to provide you with
an ambient environment while containing noise to eliminate external
disruption. With a acoustic glass door, acoustic fabric tiles, and a
complex system of seals and gaskets, all Hush booths are an example
of brilliant soundproof-engineering. For safety reasons, users can hear
a fire alarm from inside Hush at all times.
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Mobility

hushmeet

Hush is an extensive range of fully mobile booths.
HushPhone has built-in castors so you can adjust
your space with a push. All other booths sit on a
unique designed frame that creates 4 inches of
space for a pallet jack to fit beneath to move unit
easily. Rearrangement takes minutes, requires
no disassembly, and allows no interruption. This
mobility means long-term flexibility and cost savings
through every layout change and office move.
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Your hush,
Your way

Each Hush booth is distinct in size and design,
and supports a large variety of work tasks or needs.
But just as importantly, Hush booths provide finely
engineered soundproofing and mobility.

Warranty
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Made in EU

Certificates

Premium wool
CAL 117

Sprinkler friendly
construction

Seismic
Anchorage

We are Mikomax Smart Office – the creators of
the Hush product line. With 29 years serving an
international market, we are experts at designing
agile workplaces. Through each of these 29
years, we’ve analyzed global trends and best
practices within offices all over the world. Why?
To understand what people need. What we have
learned is this: at each quarter, needs change.
To keep up with this change, people need interior
solutions that are flexible by design. So we
leverage our specialty in office furniture production
to manufacture products that are flexible on the
next level. Products like Hush: acoustic pods
that keep up with change.
Our passion is to provide people with workplaces
that support their needs. We believe flexible,
ergonomic solutions complete an office space
and positively shape a team’s culture forever.
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Exclusive distributor of Hush in the US

